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              Slim style that does not compromise on storage
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              Get these high-performance docks for $150 or less.
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          Discover Computer Accessories, Laptop Bags, Tablet Cases, and More at Targus
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            THE UV-C DISINFECTION LIGHT

            Keep your workspace cleaner for less than $100.

            Clean My Workspace
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            Strike II Gaming Backpack

            The ultimate backpack for all your gaming needs.

            Shop Strike II
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                15.6" Corporate Traveler Backpack
                
                CUCT02B
                
                  
                    

                  

                  
                                  
                 
                 $117.99
                 
                

               
Get industry leading protection with the convenience to pass through airport security hassle-free with an everyday designed to move. This travel backpack with laptop compartment unzips to lay flat. Enjoy easy X-ray scanning all without removing your computer or tablet.

                Shop
                  Now
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                24-inch USB-C® Docking Monitor with 100W Power Delivery
                
                DM4240PUSZ
                
                  
                    

                  

                  
                                  
                 
                 	$449.99
                 
                 $200.00
                 
                

               
Using the innovative, 2-in-1 integrated docking station and monitor, you can enjoy a clutter-free and productive workspace with Targus® 24-inch USB-C® Docking Monitor with 100W Power Delivery.

                Shop
                  Now
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                24-inch Secondary Monitor
                
                DM4240SUSZ
                
                  
                    

                  

                  
                                  
                 
                 	$249.99
                 
                 $100.00
                 
                

               
Create an efficient dual display set up and add more ports to your workspace by connecting the 24-inch Secondary Monitor to the 2-in-1, Targus® 24-inch USB-C® Docking Monitor with 100W Power Delivery (DM4240PUSZ sold separately).

                Shop
                  Now
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    Why Choose Targus?

    

      
      
        
          From stylish laptop backpacks to iPad® cases to accessories, Targus is the store with everything you need to carry, connect, and protect the devices you use every day.


Our attention to innovative and thoughtful design can be seen across all of our products. Discover bags that maximize protection while minimizing bulk, tablet cases with patented 360° rotation, docking stations and USB hubs to multiply your laptop’s ports, privacy screens to prevent “visual hacking,” and more.



Whether you’re a professional commuting daily to the office or a student spending their day on campus, Targus designs offers the gear you need for your lifestyle. We include industry-leading protection, performance, and style in our protective cases, laptop backpacks, docking stations, and computer accessories. With Targus, you keep your devices safe while you’re on the go — no matter what.

          
          
            Shop New Arrivals
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                  Award Winning Products From CES Innovation Awards to Good Design Awards, Targus has received numerous accolades for our products. Today, we continue to push the boundaries of what’s possible with tablet and laptop accessories.
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                  Warranty At Targus, we believe in designing products that last. That’s why we’re proud to offer warranties on all our                                         products, including a limited lifetime warranty on most laptop bags and tablet cases.
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                  Industry Leader Named To Prestigious MES Midmarket 100. Targus® is recognized as a leading solutions provider to the midsized business sector.
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              Targus Wins CES 2024 Innovation Award using Atmosic ATM2 based Bluetooth LE SoC for its ErgoFlip EcoSmart Mouse
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                MiraLogic, a CES 2024 Innovation Award Honoree

                 
A workspace intelligence system putting insights at your fingertips. Targus MiraLogic® Workspace Intelligence System has been named a CES® 2024 Innovation Award Honoree in the Sustainability, Eco-Design & Smart Energy category.
 
                  
                Learn More
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                MEET THE MOUSE THAT DOES IT ALL: 
Our ErgoFlip Mouse

                 
It’s ergo, eco, ambidextrous, and now award-winning.
Targus wins CES 2024 Innovation Award for its ErgoFlip™ EcoSmart™ Mouse. The patent-pending ErgoFlip EcoSmart Mouse combines ergonomics with a sustainable design to convert from left- to right-hand use with a simple twist of the top. 
 
                  
                Learn More
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                PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT

                 
Reduce your environmental footprint while transporting your devices safely with our EcoSmart® collection in our backpack store. Each bag was made from materials like recycled PET polyester and recycled water bottles – with the exact number indicated directly on the bag.
Learn more about EcoSmart® and why this is important.
 
                  
                Shop Eco-Friendly Bags
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                INTRODUCING ANTIMICROBIAL TECHNOLOGY PROTECTION

                 
In today’s world, keeping your personal equipment clean can be challenging — especially during a commute or while traveling. At Targus, we’ve taken a big leap forward to help keep surfaces and devices clean with our antimicrobial laptop bags, computer accessories, and tablet cases.
 
                  
                Shop Now
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                DEVICE PROTECTION

                 
As a tablet case and computer backpack store, device protection will always be at the forefront of each Targus bag. With features such as enhanced visibility, our patented SafePort Air System, SafePort Sling Suspension System, Dome Shock Protection, and GRID, Targus bags will keep your devices well protected. We also have your back, with features that keep you protected too. From an ergonomist certified design, to a back panel meant to keep you cool, you'll be well protected with a Targus on your back.
 
                  
                Shop Now
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        Carry. Connect. Protect.
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            Power Your Productivity

            Laptop docking stations connect your device to monitors and more through a single USB connection.

            Shop Now
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            Targus Accessory Finder

            Finding the right accessories for your specific device can be a challenge. Try our finder to help your search easier.

            Use Finder
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            Works With Chromebook

            Enhance your Chromebook  by pairing it with key accessories that are proven to work seamlessly with it.

            Learn more
            
          

          
        

      


  






  
    FAQ

    Here are some of the Targus frequently asked questions

  

  
              
          
        
                                        
                
            

            Which backpack is best for a laptop?

            To protect your laptop against everyday bumps and scratches, you’ll need a durable, reliable backpack that's specifically designed to protect your device. There should be a dedicated padded compartment in your backpack to store your device and computer accessories, which will keep them safe and organized.
                          
        

        
           
      
          
          
        
                                        
                
            

            What else do you need when buying a laptop?

            When buying a new laptop, we recommend also getting computer accessories that enhance its performance and keep it safe from damage. Targus designs cooling pads, laptop stands, and protective and reliable laptop bags for work, school, and travel.
                          
        

        
           
      
          
          
        
                                        
                
            

            Which type of case is best for a tablet?

            The best case for your tablet depends on your lifestyle. If you watch movies often, rotating cases with adjustable angles like our VersaVu® cases allow you to get a comfortable widescreen experience. If you use your tablet as a laptop replacement and need something for work, our collection of keyboard cases have what you need to stay productive. And if you’re in rough conditions where you need extreme durability and versatility, our Pro-TekTM cases feature high-quality protection, built-in rotation, keyboards, and more.
                          
        

        
           
      
          
          
        
                                        
                
            

            How do I choose the right laptop backpack?

            When selecting the ideal bag for your laptop, it's important to take your lifestyle and needs into consideration. For those who commute to work, Targus offers our Work+ range of ultra-convenient laptop bags featuring ample storage and comfort to help you tackle your day. For the traveler frequently flying out on business trips, opt for a bag from our range Mobile Elite range for checkpoint-friendly designs and easy organization for your computer accessories.
                          
        

        
           
      
          
          
        
                                        
                
            

            What does a docking station do? Do I need a docking station for my laptop?

            Docking stations connect to your laptop via either USB-C or a proprietary connector. They expand your port selection, allowing you to connect more peripherals, storage drives, and even monitors. You get to have a desktop-like experience when you need to sit down for work, but you can easily remove your laptop when you need to be mobile. While they’re not a necessary computer accessory, they are extremely useful. If you’re someone who works off their laptop and has a dedicated workspace in a home or company office, a docking station is guaranteed to enhance your productivity.
                          
        

        
           
      
          
          
        
                                        
                
            

            What Are Computer Peripherals? Are they important?

            Peripherals, in the context of technology, refer to devices or components that are connected to a computer enhancing its functionality and capabilities. Peripherals are typically external devices that interact with the computer system and can be easily connected or disconnected as needed. They provide avenues for input, output, storage, communication, and multimedia experiences, enabling users to personalize and optimize their computing environments. Peripherals are webcams, headsets, keyboards, mice, adapters, cables and cords. These are all available for purchase on Targus.com
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            Sign up for Targus emails to receive the latest product news & special offers.
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